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THE CORONA VIRUS 
EXPLAINED FOR KIDS

Q1: What is the coronavirus?
      □ The coronavirus gives you diabetes
      □ The coronavirus is a virus that gives you a disease called COVID 19
      □ The coronavirus gives you a short-term memory 
      □ The coronavirus gives you a bad temper

Q2: What does the virus look like under a microscope?
       □ The virus looks like a door
       □ The virus looks like foot
       □ The virus looks like a banana
       □ The virus looks like a solar crown

Q3: How do you know if you have the coronavirus?
       □ The symptoms are dry-itchy cough, fever, difficulties breathing 
       □ The symptom is short term memory
       □ The symptoms are excitement and difficulties hearing 
       □ The symptom is difficulties seeing

Q4: What is social distancing?
        □ Social distancing is staying 11 feet away from people
        □ Social distancing is staying 3 feet away from people
        □  Social distancing is staying 6 feet away from people
        □ Social distancing is staying 20 feet away from people

Q5: How is the virus transmitted from one person to another?
       □ When a sick person walks next to you, they can get you sick.
       □ When a sick person talks, coughs or sneezes on someone else and droplets land on another person, 
           they can get them sick
       □ When someone who is sick walks where you are going to walk you can get sick
       □ When someone who is sick talks to you with a mask, they can get you sick
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Q6: According to the book, what must one do if they need to go out?
□ One can go out without problems
□ One has to wear a mask and practice social distancing: stay far from others!
□ One can never go out
□ One can go out without a mask but must practice social distancing

Q7: According to the book, why do they have to wear a mask when 
      they leave their house?

□ Because it is nice
□ Because when everyone wears a mask, they can protect one another
□ Because they are ninjas

     □ Because their mother said so.

Q8: Polo asks if he should worry?
     □ They do not have to worry, as long as they do their part by washing their hands, wearing a mask,
            practicing social distancing, and get tested if they have symptoms 

□ Yes, it is dangerous
□ No, there are no problems
□ Yes, because no one is worried about solving this issue

Q9: Is it possible to create a reusable mask by ourselves?
□ No, it is impossible
□ You cannot make a mask, you have to buy one
□ Yes, the most important thing is to cover your nose and mouth
□ Yes, but you can only make a mask out of paper

Q10: Can COVID 19 make a lot of people sick all around the world?
□ No, just people from Asia
□ No, only in Australia
□ Yes, but only old people
□ Yes, it does not matter what people look like, their age, skin color, language or country: 

           they can get sick from COVID
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